Abstract
In this paper, we produce Trash Object Detection (TOD) dataset to solve trash detection problems. A well-organized dataset of sufficient size is essential to train object detection models and apply them to specific tasks. However, existing trash datasets have only a few hundred images, which are not sufficient to train deep neural networks. Most datasets are classification datasets that simply classify categories without location information. In addition, existing datasets differ from the actual guidelines for separating and discharging recyclables because the category definition is primarily the shape of the object. To address these issues, we build and experiment with trash datasets larger than conventional trash datasets and have more than twice the resolution. It was intended for general household goods. And annotated based on guidelines for separating and discharging recyclables from the Ministry of Environment. Our dataset has 10 categories, and around 33K objects were annotated for around 5K images with 1280×720 resolution. The dataset, as well as the pre-trained models, have been released at https://github.com/jms0923/tod.
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1. Introduction
In the aftermath of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), the use of online shopping and delivery is increasing rapidly, so disposable waste emissions are increased too. If the separation is not properly collected, it can't be collected or recycled again at the staging area and is incinerated or reclaimed. This results in large incidental costs, accompanied by environmental degradation. Therefore, research has emerged to automate separation collection using artificial intelligence or to determine separation collection items instead. To automate, the problem of trash recognition, which determines the location, item and material is an essential issue underlying automation. All studies using artificial intelligence are possible only with sufficient datasets. However, regarding the problem of trash recognition, there is still a lack of quality datasets.

Therefore, to create a trash dataset that can be used for object detection model training using deep learning, a large-capacity, high-resolution trash dataset is produced to solve the object detection problem. It is intended for general household goods. Also, Our dataset is classified based on guidelines for separating and discharging recyclables from the Ministry of Environment.

The dataset has 10 categories, and 33K objects are annotated for 5K images of 1280×720 resolution.
The paper is structured as follows, In Section 2, we review related work and object detection network applications. In Section 3, we propose a dataset and describe it in detail. In Section 4, we implement some deep learning models and train them to experiment with our dataset. And analyze the results of the experiment. Finally, in Section 5, we summarize our research and conclude the paper.

2. Related Work

Dataset is a crucial factor in deep learning techniques. It is difficult to determine the optimal category, resolution, and size. The results depend on how the dataset is constructed through these values. In this section, we will look at the dataset studies related to waste detection.

2.1 Trash Datasets

Existing trash dataset-related studies mostly focus on the classification problem and consist of specifying one category on one image. Furthermore, since its size is small and limited, it is not sufficient for learning deep learning models. There are also no unified standards for determining categories. Therefore, each dataset is different. Therefore, sufficient-scale datasets are needed for object detection models that can detect and classify recyclables. We show detailed information about existing datasets in Table 1 [1-6].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Annotation</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sakr et al. [1]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>256×256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chu et al. [2]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>240×240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liao [3]</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>17,690</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>320×240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [4]</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Bounding Box</td>
<td>420×400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mittal et al. [5]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Bounding Box</td>
<td>256×256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rad et al. [6]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>4,338</td>
<td>Bounding Box</td>
<td>640×480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4,977</td>
<td>33,434</td>
<td>Bounding Box</td>
<td>1280×720</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of [3], the dataset for classification was collected and classified through crawling based on Shanghai's policy. In [4] and [6], a dataset for object detection was constructed and experimented with garbage on city streets. In [5], garbage images in the city were collected through crawling and only the coordinates were annotated. In addition, it is possible to share geo-tags as well as detect trash through smartphones.

2.2 Object Detection Models

Object detection models are largely divided into 2-stage and 1-stage models. The 2-stage model performs localization and classification sequentially, whereas the 1-stage model performs localization and classification simultaneously. Generally, a 2-stage model is slower than a 1-stage model but more accurate.

One of the 1-stage models is Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) [7]. SSD uses Visual Geometry...
Group (VGG) [8] as its backbone network. It extracts features from VGG and passes them through convolution layers from features extracted, producing six multi-feature maps of different sizes. For each feature map, detection is performed using a bounding box of a predetermined size and ratio. Among the six multi-feature maps, a small object is detected in a large feature map, and a large object is detected in a small feature map. There are 8,732 bounding boxes predicted in the multi-function map, and intersection-over-union (IoU) and non-maximum suppression (NMS) are applied to the bounding boxes to produce the final results.

The other 1-stage model is You Look Only Once version 3 (YOLOv3) [9]. The YOLOv3 is an object detection model that was further developed using YOLOv1 [10] and YOLOv2 [11] as its baseline. YOLOv3 changed its backbone network from DarkNet-19 to DarkNet-53 to improve accuracy. For the classification loss, softmax, which is widely used in multi-label classification, was used in the past, but it was changed to a logistic loss to improve accuracy and to learn well even on complex datasets. In addition, they made a model robust to the scale by predicting the bounding box at three different scales.

As a 2-stage model, there is the Cascade R-CNN [12]. Cascade R-CNN is an object detection model developed using Faster R-CNN [13] as its baseline. While Faster R-CNN used only one classifier, Cascade R-CNN used several classifiers sequentially. When training, higher IoU values are used for later classifiers. This method improves the accuracy of the model.

2.3 Object Detection Application

Some studies have used object detection models to solve real-world problems. Convolution neural networks (CNNs) demonstrated superior performance in recognizing image-based objects compared with other algorithms, and their broad tolerance was demonstrated in many fields.

Kim et al. [14] have overcome the shortcomings of one of the ensemble techniques, AdaBoost, with fuzzy theory. They noted that AdaBoost typically gives the same weight to the first round of the boosting process. They solved these problems by allocating distributed initial values through fuzzy theory based on the statistical features of the data. Zhu et al. [15] proposed a novel face recognition model based on game theory for call-over in the classroom. They increased face recognition performance and lowered the error rates. Yadav et al. [16] improved the Hindi language recognition model, which had previously low recognition rates. They proposed three feature extraction techniques; histogram of projection based on mean distance, histogram of projection based on pixel value, and vertical zero crossing. These techniques are also influential for extracting features of distorted characters as well. Wang and Yagi [17] used shadows that were traditionally treated as noise for pedestrian detection. They used shadow and motion information simultaneously to increase the recognition rate for other scenes. The method that they suggested was to detect pedestrians using shape information of shadow regions and appearance. Wan Zaki et al. [18] proposed a real-time moving object detection model divided into naming, modeling, matching, and subtraction modules. They reduced pulse-negative and true negative ratios and improved the accuracy by 98%.

3. Dataset Description

In this section, we will discuss the dataset we have constructed.
3.1 Data Acquisition

In our dataset, three or more trashes in a single image, and on average, a piece of trash is made up of one or more objects. An object can be composed of several substances. Objects placed on the floor were photographed at a height of about 160 cm. The target object was kept in its original shape or arbitrarily transformed, such as crumpling or tearing. The angle between the camera and the ground was maintained at around 90°, and the direction and position of the object looking at the camera were randomly changed. The brightness was controlled in two stages using lighting.

3.2 Object Categories

The purpose was to detect and classify recyclable household items, so the material was set as an important criterion. Therefore, categories were set based on the material as paper, can, bottle, pet, plastic, and vinyl were set. In the case of paper, it corresponds to general books such as books and magazines, boxes for packaging, and paper cups have very different appearances, so it can be learned more qualified features due to CNN-based on computer vision. It was determined as a different material so that labels and caps were added to the category since it is a separate waste collection.

In the case of label categories like Nutrition Facts, the material is mostly made of paper and vinyl. Paper labels are generally used for glass bottles and cans, and vinyl labels are often used for PET bottles. It was considered that two categories could not be accurately judged by only visual judgment used in deep learning without classification mark information, and thus, it was unified into one label category.

In the case of caps, there are lids made of cans, which are often used for glass bottles, and lids made of plastic, which are often used for PET bottles. However, the cap occupied less area in the entire image compared to other categories, so it was considered that it could not be visually judged like the label. Therefore, it was composed of one cap. Finally, 10 categories were composed of paper, paper pack, paper cup, can, bottle, PET, plastic, vinyl, cap, and label.

3.3 Annotations

Like other object detection-related studies, our datasets must also exist in a form that can be used in deep learning models. For a single image, there should be data on the bounding box, the coordinates of the target object you want to learn, and what category the object is in that area. The format of the dataset is the same as that of the COCO [19] dataset format. We made a tool to perform an annotation. An image of our annotation tool is in Fig. 1.

3.4 Pre-processing

Most of the images were composed of various resolutions of 2560×1440 (QHD) or higher, such as 2024×2024 and 3024×4032. To create a dataset optimized for deep learning, the image was resized collectively to a resolution of 1280×720 (HD), which satisfies the large input size of the latest deep learning models and does not break the image significantly. Secondly, it was unified into a 3-channel JPG format to be used as an input for a deep learning model. Third, by randomly performing augmentation during training, it was possible to learn about various data while maintaining the total number of images.
3.5 Statistics

Based on our proposed method described in Sections 3.1 and 3.3, all images are annotated in our Trash Object dataset. Around 5K images were composed of 33K annotated data. It is the largest among the trash datasets that can be used for object detection models. The resolution is also the largest and it has sufficient size to train deep learning models.

To train deep learning models and validate them, we split our dataset into a train, validation, and test set. The split of train, validation, and test sets is given in Table 2. About 76% of all images, 3.8K images, were split into a train set. About 15% of all images were split into a validation set and about 8% of the remaining images were split into a test set.

The number of Annotated data for each category is in Fig. 2. Cap was the highest with 7K, followed by paper and label with about 4.6K. It was followed by approximately 3.5K cans and approximately 2.9K plastics and pieces of vinyl. There were 2.4K, 2.2K, and 1.6K bottles, respectively. Paper cups were the fewest with about 1.5K. There was an average of 6.71 annotated data per image.

Anchor-based models project anchors for each pixel of the extracted feature to find the location and size of the object. The anchor defines the size and ratio based on the dataset in advance. Therefore, knowing the size and ratio of each annotated data is important for performance improvement. In our dataset, the correlation between regions and ratios of the annotated data is in Fig. 3. The aspect ratio values are plotted against the area. The aspect ratio of annotated data is the most common, around 1. In the case of annotated data with an area of more than 50000 pixels, most of them were around 1 and converged to 1 as the area grew larger. Conversely, the smaller the area, the larger the aspect ratio. Most of the annotated data below 25000 pixels had an aspect ratio between 1 and 5. Some data have an aspect ratio of more than 10.
Table 2. Split of our dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Images</td>
<td>3,807</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>4,977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annotations</td>
<td>25,519</td>
<td>5,058</td>
<td>2,857</td>
<td>33,434</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Distribution of annotation for each category.

Fig. 3. The bounding box area against the bounding box ratio.

Area information for each category is in Fig. 4. Paper had the largest area, followed by vinyl, pet, plastic, paper pack, bottle, paper cup, can, label and cap. Because paper is generally thin and wide, it has the largest area in the image. The area of the paper was approximately 70000 pixels, more than twice as large as the area of all other categories. The area of vinyl was about 34000 pixels, about half of the area of the paper. Pet, plastic, and paper pack have areas of more than 10000 and less than 20000 pixels. Bottle, paper cup, and can are about 9000 pixels, similar in size to each other. The smallest category in Area is cap, which is about 1000 pixels, four times smaller than the next smallest area. The average area of our dataset is about 180000 pixels.
4. Experiments

We tested our dataset on some object detection models. Three models with different backbones were used; SSD, YOLOv3, and Cascade R-CNN. The SSD used the VGG as the backbone. YOLOv3 used DarkNet-53 and the Cascade R-CNN used ResNet-50 [20] as the backbone.

4.1 Implementation

Each model was trained using the train set in Table 2 for 300 epochs using three v100s, and the epoch with the best performance for the validation set was used. Only one v100 was used for inference. Average precision (AP) was used as the evaluation metric.

The dataset was resized to the appropriate input size for each model and padded appropriately. Each model used transfer learning, which was trained in advance on the COCO dataset and learned on our dataset. During the learning period, several augmentation techniques were applied. Horizontal flip, vertical flip, hue, saturation, contrast, brightness, and center crop were applied. In addition, hyper-parameters such as running rate and optimizer used the settings of the original paper as they were.

4.2 Results

Table 3 allows us to compare the AP performance of the models for each category. By category, the “can” category had the highest average value of 0.578 and the lowest cap at 0.316 on average. Can category was composed of good data to extract features from the model's perspective, even though the amount of annotated data was average, while the “cap” category had the largest amount of annotated data, but had a smaller footprint and ambiguous criteria for extracting features from the model's perspective. In Fig. 5, we show some detection examples on our dataset with SSD, YOLOv3, and Cascade R-CNN.
Table 3. AP performance by category of each model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>SSD</th>
<th>YOLOv3</th>
<th>Cascade R-CNN</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper pack</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper cup</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.595</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottle</td>
<td>0.392</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>0.495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>0.348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vinyl</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cap</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.404</td>
<td>0.316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.322</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Cropped images of the correct dataset and the inference results for each model.
5. Conclusion and Future Work

We have collected images of general household waste. The number of images is approximately 5K, and the annotated data is 33K. Our dataset is created by annotating the images so that they can be used for deep learning. For separate waste collection, categories are created and classified based on the material. The categories are selected by the Ministry of Environment's separate waste collection criteria: paper, paper pack, paper cup, can, bottle, pet, plastic, vinyl, cap, and label. We analyze our dataset as a perspective for training deep learning models. To experiment with our dataset, we implement trash detection networks using three different deep learning models; SSD, YOLOv3, and Cascade R-CNN. We trained those models using our dataset. As a result, “can” has the best detection value, and “cap” is the most difficult to detect. For future work, more detailed detection is needed not only for the 10 categories of general household waste presented in this paper, but also for other types of waste such as metal, wood, and food. In addition, more data that can solve the class imbalance problem and specialized models for trash detection are needed.
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